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Anyone can grow trees from seed - including you! With just a few
simple pieces of equipment and a bit of love and care, you’ll be able to
grow your very own tree and help sow the seeds of a greener future.
To plant and grow a tree from seed, follow our simple steps. This guide is designed to take
you from seed collection right the way through to planting out your young tree. You can
also find more information on The Tree Council’s website and in our Good Seed Guide.

Collect your seeds
Have you ever slipped an acorn into your pocket or taken a conker home from a winter
walk? Then congratulations - you’re already a seed gatherer! Collecting seeds is easy and
fun. Just follow these simple tips:
• Pick your seeds directly from their tree
when they’re ripe, or gather them from
the ground.
• Take your seeds home in a paper or
hessian bag. Plastic bags can make your
seeds too moist and they might not be able
to grow properly later.
• Put seeds for different species of tree in
separate bags and label them , including
recording where you gathered them, so you
can tell them apart later. Keep track of these
labels during the growing process too. This
is important because of biosecurity, which
means taking care to reduce the chances of
infectious diseases being spread. If some of your seeds are later found to have a disease,
you’ll want to be able to find out where they came from to prevent further spread.
• Try to gather seeds from trees that are flourishing in your area. Those trees are
clearly well-suited to the environment there and your seeds will have a better chance of
doing well too.
• If the trees you want to collect seeds from are on private land, remember to ask the
tree owner for permission.
• Only collect seeds you can reach from the ground. Climbing trees can be
dangerous and it’s much easier to collect seeds on lower branches or from the ground.
• Make sure you don’t take all the seeds. Squirrels, birds and other animals will be
hungry without them!
• The first seeds to fall from a tree often aren’t the best quality, so wait a little while to
do your seed gathering.
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Learn how to handle them
What you do with the seeds you’ve collected depends on what type they are - whether
they’re nuts, fruits, seeds with wings or cones.

Fruits:
Lots of trees have seeds you’ll find in their fruit - like apple pips
or cherry stones. If your seeds are in a fruit, you’ll need to
take them out and clean them.
If you’ve collected some berries, mix them with water and
squash them gently with a potato masher. Seeds will sink to the
bottom for you to save. For rowan and mulberry, put the berries
in a sieve and squeeze them gently under running water to
release the seeds.

Cones:
Put your cones in a paper bag to dry out for a few days.
Leave them in a warm place but be careful to avoid anywhere
too hot like direct sunlight, on a radiator or near a fire. The
cones will open up as they dry out and release their seeds.

Nuts:
For acorns and chestnuts, take the nuts out of their cups or
cases and pop them into some water. Throw away the ones
that float - you won’t be able to grow these later on.

Winged seeds:
You can plant these with the wings left on. Make sure you
separate the seeds from each other though and from any
stray twigs.
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Prep your seeds
Very few tree seeds will sprout or shoot (germinate) without being exposed to the cold
of at least one winter. Some species take longer still, needing the following summer and
another winter before showing signs of life! This is because seeds have a natural defence
mechanism to make sure they don’t start growing during the cold winter, when young
seedlings might die.
Luckily, tree growers have found a way to mimic this natural process - stratification. Before
you plant your seeds you may need to stratify them, depending on the species you’ve
chosen. Don’t worry though - stratification is easy and you can do it at home with a few
basic pieces of equipment.
You will need:
• A pot or bucket with holes in the bottom, for drainage
• A wire-mesh lid, to keep birds and animals away from your seeds
• Stratification medium (recipe below)
Method:
1. Make your stratification medium. Add peat-free potting compost (fresh or
recycled) to an equal volume of coarse material like bark chips, sand or grit.
2. Mix your seeds with an equal volume of your stratification medium and put them in
your pot or bucket.
3. Cover your container with your wire mesh
and put it against a north-facing wall or in a cool
place. You can bury your container in the ground
if you like.
4. Keep the mixture moist. Pinch your mixture
between your thumb and forefinger to check
whether you need more water. If you can squeeze
out a drop of water, it’s moist enough.
5. In the spring, tip out your mixture and find
the seeds that are showing small shoots or roots. These seeds are germinating and are
ready to grow. Put any seeds that haven’t germinated yet back into your stratification
medium. Check your seeds every week during the spring to find the ones that are
germinating.
6. Once the seeds have started growing, it’s important to sow them quickly. If some of
your seeds haven’t germinated by the end of spring, don’t be disheartened! They might
need two winters to germinate. Check that none of your seeds have rotted before you
continue to stratify.
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Plant them!
Once your seeds have germinated, you need to sow them quickly
because new shoots are fragile. If they get too big, they can be
damaged during planting! You can plant your germinated seeds in a
carton or pot or directly into the ground in a seedbed. Put some
stones at the bottom of your pot and fill it almost to the top with
compost. Plant your seedlings about 2cm deep and press down the
compost. Repot your seedlings if they’re getting too big for their pot.
You can also plant your seeds in a root trainer. These are made up
of seed trays divided up into segments, making it easy for you to
check on your seeds and transplant them easily. When your seedlings
have grown into small trees, you can plant them out in their final growing spot. You should
do this during the winter tree planting season, which is usually from November to March.
Think carefully about where to plant your tree - it might be a garden, park, hedgerow,
woodland or churchyard. Only plant a tree where you have the landowner’s permission and
make sure there will be enough space for your tree once it’s fully-grown. You also want to
choose a spot where the ground is well-drained. If you can push a trowel or spade into the
ground simply by leaning on it, the ground is soft enough to plant.
If there are rabbits, squirrels, deer or other livestock in the area, protect your tree from
damage with a tree guard. There are lots of plastic-free options you can choose from.
How you plant your tree depends on how you’ve been growing
it up to now. If you have been growing your tree in a carton,
moisten the soil before removing the tree. Use a trowel to dig a
planting hole, making sure it’s deep enough to take all the soil
and roots. Once planted, the surface of the soil from the carton
should be level with the soil around it.
If you have used a root trainer, you don’t need to dig as big a
hole. Use a spade to make a slot in the ground and widen it
by wiggling the spade backwards and forwards. Then, put the
tree and its soil in the middle on the slot and use your foot to
carefully push the sides in around your tree.
If you have been growing your tree in a seedbed, it’s usually best
to move them when they’re 15-20cm tall. Dig it up carefully
using a trowel or spade and ease it gently from the ground. If
you’re not going to plant the tree straight away, wrap the roots
in plastic to protect them and make sure they don’t dry out. Dig
a hole big enough for you to be able to spread out the tree’s
growing roots and make sure the tree’s root collar (the point
from which the roots start growing) is at the surface of the soil.
Fill the hole in with soil and firm it down.
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Take care of them
Congratulations! You’ve grown and planted a brand new tree from seed, helping to protect
our planet for the future and making your local area more beautiful, healthier and friendlier
for wildlife.
You’ll need to take care of your tree, especially for the first few years. All it takes is showing
a little TLC to your young tree at least once a year between March and September.
• Tending the tree. Check it’s healthy and water it if it needs it. If it’s been rocked by
the wind or bad weather, make sure it’s firm in the ground and remove any broken
branches.
• Loosening ties. As your tree grows, you might want to support it with a stake. Make
sure the straps used to tie the tree to the stake aren’t rubbing or chafing its bark.
• Clear weeds and grasses. Make sure that one metre square around the tree’s base is
clear of weeds and grasses. Young trees can struggle to get enough water, particularly
if they’re competing with grass nearby. Cutting the grass only makes it grow more
enthusiastically, so it’s best to create a weed-free area around the tree using a ‘mulch
mat’ or bark chippings.
If you’re worried that your tree has died, scrape a little bark from a twig - it’ll be green
underneath, not brown, if your tree is thriving.
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Useful terms
Biosecurity

Biosecurity measures aim to prevent the introduction and spread of
harmful organisms like non-native trees pests and disease causing
organisms.

Cone

Cones are technically woody fruit, with scales that open to release the
tree’s seeds.

Germination

When seeds develop small shoots or roots and start to grow.

Livestock

Animals raised in an agricultural setting to provide things like meat, eggs,
milk or wool. If your new tree is planted near livestock, you should protect
it to avoid damage.

Mulch

Mulch is a material that protects the soil surface while allowing air and
water through.

Root trainer

Root trainers are growing systems that help seedlings develop strong
roots.

Root collar

The point from which the roots start growing.

Sapling

A young tree, especially one with a slender trunk.

Seedbed

An area of garden or land set aside for raising young plants.

Seedling

A very young tree, perhaps one or two years’ old.

Stratification

A technique that mimics nature by exposing seeds to the cold.

Tree guard

These help to protect trees in their early growing stages, preventing
damage from animals or tools like strimmers.

Tree planting season

The best time to plant trees is usually from late November to early March,
depending on the site and weather conditions.

Winged seeds

You might also know these as helicopter seeds, whirligigs or wing-nuts
because of the way they fall to the ground from the tree. In the UK, four
trees produce these seeds - field maple, ash, sycamore and Norway maple.
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